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Oregon Health Network
Request for Proposals Number 8*
*This request for proposals is issued by the Oregon Health Network.
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Introduction
Oregon Health Network (OHN) requests proposals for components of an Internet
Protocol (IP) network to provide broadband connections among hospitals, clinics and health
education institutions throughout Oregon. The network is intended to provide a reliable data
transport platform for a wide variety of health-related applications, including rapid transfer of
very large digital imaging files, exchange of electronic medical records, and real-time highquality videoconferencing for medical education, telemedicine consults and medical
procedures.
OHN Request for Proposals number 1 (RFP #1) 1 asked for proposals for common
network elements, including a Network Operations Center and regional data exchanges, plus
network connectivity for a few initial sites. For more information about the Network Operations
Center and the regional exchanges, see RFP #1. RFP #2, RFP #3, RFP#4, RFP#5, RFP#6 and RFP
#7 asked for proposals for network connectivity for a number of additional sites. This RFP #8
asks for proposals for connectivity for yet more sites. Service to additional sites will be
requested in subsequent requests for proposals.
The public Internet, as it currently exists, is not suitable for all health applications in
Oregon for two reasons. First, many rural locations do not have adequate network capacity for
rapid transfer of large files or for high-quality real-time applications. Second, real-time medical
network applications require stronger guarantees of availability and service quality than the
current “best efforts” standard of the public Internet.

1

http://www.usac.org/_res/documents/rhc-pilot-program/pdf/search-postings/2008/Oregon-Health-scope.pdf
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OHN is not seeking to purchase or lease telecommunications infrastructure that is
exclusively dedicated to health applications. Rather, OHN seeks to be one tenant in
infrastructure that also could be used for a wide variety of other governmental, educational or
business applications. OHN does not require a responder to propose to provide the entire
network. The large number of different telecommunications carriers and Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) serving different geographic regions of the state make it unlikely that one
provider would have the most cost-effective solution for every different location. OHN seeks
the most cost-effective proposals on a site-by-site or, in some cases, for a group of sites basis.
Because different service providers are likely to provide components of the resulting
network, OHN sought proposals (in RFP #1) to obtain the services of a Network Operations
Center (NOC) that is independent of the businesses providing the transport infrastructure. OHN
has contracted with EasyStreet Online Services in Beaverton, Oregon to provide the OHN NOC
services. The NOC is not exclusively dedicated to OHN. However, OHN will pay the NOC vendor
only for services provided to OHN. The NOC is requested to monitor the end-to-end quality of
OHN network services, and, when quality is unsatisfactory, work cooperatively with the
providers of different network components to resolve any network problems that are observed.
Transport vendors must agree to work with the NOC to resolve any network quality problems.
Much of the health-related communication in Oregon is relatively local, for example,
between a local clinic and its nearest hospital or radiology imaging service. Consequently, OHN
network quality and cost-effectiveness goals are more likely to be met if local data traffic is
connected locally. Unlike the public Internet in Oregon, for which many of the connections
between different networks occur out of state, OHN requires in-state connectivity at Oregon
Internet exchanges. All providers of OHN data transport services are required to connect to the
Northwest Access Exchange (NWAX) in Portland for the exchange of Internet data traffic. OHN
service providers are also encouraged to exchange regional traffic within the different
geographic regions of the state, including the Oregon Internet Exchange (OIX) in Eugene,
Cascades Internet Exchange in Redmond and Data Center West in Medford.
In its RFP #1, OHN sought proposals for two additional Oregon Internet exchanges, one
in southern Oregon and one east of the Cascades to serve central and eastern Oregon. OHN
data traffic that can be exchanged within a local region should be exchanged locally to provide
improved quality and cost-effectiveness. OHN seeks to improve “off-net” OHN connectivity for
OHN sites connecting with physicians in their homes, employees working or on-call at home
and patients in their homes, for home health applications. Therefore, OHN service providers are
encouraged to exchange their other Oregon Internet traffic, in addition to OHN traffic, at
existing and planned Oregon Internet exchanges. OHN is working with Data Center West in
Medford, Oregon for a southern Oregon exchange and with Cascades Internet Exchange in
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Redmond and Data Center West in Medford. Transport vendors proposing to serve sites in
those regions that commit to exchanging both OHN and non-OHN traffic at regional exchanges
will be given preference in the proposal review process over vendors not making such a
commitment.
Some Oregon health-related communications will need to be transported out of state.
In RFP #1, OHN sought proposals for connections to National Lambda Rail (NLR) and/or
Internet2 (I2) at NWAX. No award was made for such service. We anticipate making a request
for proposals to provide such services in a later RFP. Once such connections are in place, OHN
transport service providers will be able to exchange Internet Protocol traffic with NLR or I2
through their connections at NWAX. For IP traffic that cannot be exchanged at Oregon
exchanges, OHN transport providers will be required to make their own connections to the
public Internet.
OHN subsidy funds from the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) are
available in three different fiscal years. This request for proposals is the third of several RFPs.
Other sites throughout Oregon will be connected in later phases. When completed, OHN
estimates that approximately 300 Oregon sites will be connected to the network.
More background information is available in the OHN application to the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) for the funding that makes OHN possible. That application
can be viewed at:
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&id_document=6519409632.
This RFP rather than the application will apply in the event of any discrepancies between the
two documents. The application lists the sites OHN intends to connect to the network. Some
changes will be made to that original list and other sites may be added. The site list for this RFP
#8 is attached. The FCC order governing this process may be viewed at:
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-07-198A1.pdf. Details of the USAC
process for administering this program are available at: http://www.usac.org/rhc-pilotprogram/ . Information for OHN vendors is posted on the vendor page of the OHN website:
http://www.oregonhealthnet.org.
OHN RFP #1 provided the specifications for the OHN Network Operations Center, for
data access and transport links from some end user sites to NWAX, for NLR and/or I2
connectivity, and for additional Oregon Internet exchanges. This RFP #8 provides the
specifications for data access and transport links from additional end user sites to NWAX, with
local connectivity to regional exchanges where appropriate.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Issuing Office: The Oregon Health Network Proposal Review Team is the sole point of contact
for clarifications regarding technical specifications and procedures in this Request for Proposal
(RFP). All correspondence pertaining to these matters should be addressed to the contact
person below:
Questions concerning clarification of technical requirements should be submitted by e-mail to:
vendorinfo@oregonhealthnet.org, with a copy to Don Westlight dwestligh@ohsu.edu and
Peter Trnavskis ptrnavskis@oregonhealthnet.org mailto:not later than 28 days after the RFP is
posted to the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) website,
http://www.usac.org/rhc-pilot-program/tools/search-postings.aspx. All questions and answers
will be shared with all responders to this Request for Proposals. See
http://www.oregonhealthnet.org/join/vendorfaq .

Mailing Address:
Oregon Health Network Proposal Review Team
c/o Kim Lamb
Oregon Health Network
2 Center Pointe Drive
5th Floor, Ste 570
Lake Oswego OR 97035
Telephone No: 503-697-7294
Fax Number: 503-344-3748

GENERAL PROVISIONS
The Oregon Health Network reserves the right to reject any and all Proposals received as a
result of this Request for Proposals (RFP). While this is not a bid process subject to public
bidding rules and statutes, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC) rules govern this process. See http://www.usac.org/rhc-pilotprogram/ for details.
1. Modification or Withdrawal of Proposal: Any Proposal may be modified or withdrawn at
any time prior to the closing deadline, provided that a written request is received by the OHN
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RFP Committee, prior to the Closing date. The withdrawal of a Proposal will not prejudice the
right of a Proposer to submit a new Proposal.
2. Protest of Specifications - Request for Changes: Protests of the specifications or requests for
non-substantive or procedural changes to the RFP must be received in writing on or before 4:00
p.m. (Pacific Time), not later than 28 days after this RFP is posted to the USAC web site, at the
address or e-mail listed under “General Information” in this RFP. Protests may be hand
delivered, mailed or e-mailed. Protests may not be faxed. Protests of specifications will include
the reason for the protest and any proposed changes to the requirements.
The purpose of this requirement is to permit OHN to correct technical requirements, prior to
the opening of Proposals, that may be unlawful, improvident or which unjustifiably restrict
competition. OHN will consider all requested changes and, if appropriate, amend the Request
for Proposals.
3. Clarifying Questions. Proposers may submit questions regarding the specifications of the
RFP. Questions must be e-mailed on or before 4:00 p.m. (Pacific Time), not later than 28 days
after the RFP is posted to the USAC web site, at the e-mail address listed under “General
Information” in this RFP. To ensure open competitiveness, OHN will post questions and
responses on the vendor page of the OHN website.
http://www.oregonhealthnet.org/join/vendorfaq. Every effort will be made to respond to
questions within two business days.
4. Bidders’ Conference. OHN does not currently plan to hold a bidders’ conference. All
questions should be submitted by e-mail to vendorinfo@oregonhealthnet.org with a copy to
westligh@ohsu.edu and ptrnavskis@oregonhealthnet.org. All questions and answers will be
shared publicly in a manner accessible to all responders to this Request for Proposals. See
http://www.oregonhealthnet.org/join/vendorfaq
5. Addenda: If any part of this RFP is amended, addenda will be provided to all parties who
submit a Notice of Interest pursuant to Paragraph 20 below.
6. Post-Selection Review and Protest of Award: OHN will name the apparent successful
Proposer in a “Notice of Intent to Award Contract Letter”. Identification of the “apparent
successful Proposer” is procedural only and creates no right in the named Proposer to award of
the contract. Competing Proposers will be notified in writing of the selection of the apparent
successful Proposer(s) and shall be given five (5) calendar days from the date on the
“Notification of Intent to Award Contract” letter to review the file and evaluation report at OHN
offices and to file a written protest of award. Any award protest must be in writing and must
be delivered by hand delivery, mail or e-mail to the address for the OHN as listed under
“General Information” in this RFP.
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OHN will consider any protests received and:
(A)

reject all protests and proceed with final evaluation of, and any contract language
negotiation with, the apparent successful Proposer and, pending the satisfactory
outcome of this final evaluation and negotiation, enter into a contract with the named
Proposer; OR

(B)

sustain a meritorious protest(s) and reject the apparent successful Proposer as
nonresponsive, if such Proposer is unable to demonstrate that its Proposal complied
with all material requirements of the solicitation and Oregon public procurement law;
thereafter, OHN may name a new apparent successful Proposer; OR

(C)

reject all Proposals for the element or elements of the RFP under protest.

The OHN Proposal Review Team or designee will respond to the protest within a timely manner
of receipt. The decision shall be final.
7. Acceptance of Contractual Requirements: Failure of the selected Proposer to execute a
contract and deliver required insurance certificates within ten (10) calendar days after
notification of an award may result in cancellation of the award. This time period may be
extended at the option of OHN.
8. Public Records: It may be later determined that the documents necessary for this RFP
process and any resulting contracts may be subject to Oregon public record laws. This Request
for Proposals and one copy of each original Proposal received in response to it, together with
copies of all documents pertaining to the award of a contract may be open to public inspection.
If a Proposal contains any information that is considered a TRADE SECRET under ORS
192.501(2), SUCH INFORMATION MUST BE LISTED ON A SEPARATE SHEET CAPABLE OF
SEPARATION FROM THE REMAINING PROPOSAL AND MUST BE CLEARLY MARKED WITH THE
FOLLOWING LEGEND:
“This information constitutes a trade secret under ORS 192.501(2), and shall
not be disclosed except in accordance with the Oregon Public Records Law,
ORS Chapter 192.”
The Oregon Public Records Law exempts from disclosure only bona fide trade secrets, and the
exemption from disclosure applies only “unless the public interest requires disclosure in the
particular instance.” ORS 192.500(1). Therefore, non-disclosure of documents or any portion of
a document submitted as part of a Proposal may depend upon official or judicial
determinations made pursuant to the Public Records Law. The above restriction will not include
cost information.
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9. Investigation of References: OHN reserves the right to investigate references and/or past
performance of any Proposer with respect to its successful performance of similar services,
compliance with specifications and contractual obligations, its completion or delivery of a
project on schedule, and its lawful payment of subcontractors and workers. OHN may
postpone the award or the execution of the contract after the announcement of the apparent
successful Proposer in order to complete its investigation.
10. RFP Preparation Costs: Cost of developing the Proposal, attendance at an interview (if
requested by OHN) or any other such costs are entirely the responsibility of the Proposer, and
will not be reimbursed in any manner by OHN.
11. Clarification and Clarity: OHN reserves the right to seek clarification of each Proposal, or to
make an award without further discussion of Proposals received. Therefore, it is important that
each Proposal be submitted initially in the most complete, clear and favorable manner possible.
Proposers acknowledges that this is a competitive process in which OHN is seeking the lowest
and best price available for the services requested. By submitting a Proposal each Proposer
warrants that its bid and pricing therein are based on the most competitive and best pricing the
Proposer offers to its customers for its services on a normal and customary basis. The
submission of network diagrams for multi-site interconnects is especially helpful. If at any time
after a successful Proposer is awarded the bid it is determined that the Proposer is not using its
best pricing, the contract between the Proposer and the Participant shall provide that the
Proposer shall refund all overcharges and adjust its pricing to match its best pricing. The failure
to do so will be a breach of the Proposer/Participant agreement and grounds for OHN to
suspend the processing of any subsidy payments to such Proposer until the breach is cured.
Each proposal is required to provide detailed pricing for both one-time and recurring costs. For
example, for non-recurring costs, a network diagram with a line-by-line listing of special
construction costs needs to be provided as part of the service vendor proposal. Each proposal
needs to include the estimated installation and project timeframe in as detailed a manner as
possible.
All proposals should meet the requirements of this RFP but should not be excessive in either
scope (bandwidth) or cost.
Proposals must include any and all PUC Fees or other fees/taxes in your bid numbers. OHN
specifically precludes service vendors from passing through the USF surcharges related to port
and quality services, including current, future or retroactively.
Proposers must agree to follow and comply with all administrative, invoicing and accounting
processes and procedures that are necessary to comply with FCC and USAC requirements.
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These requirements include, but are not inclusive, to the submitting of detailed invoices in a
timely manner. There will be no exceptions allowed to this and OHN will reject any proposal
that will not be able to abide by this requirement. Please be sure that your agreement to this is
clearly stated in your proposal.

12. Right to Reject Proposals: OHN reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals, if such
rejection would be in the public interest, as determined by the OHN in its sole discretion.
13. Cancellation: OHN reserves the right to cancel or postpone this RFP at any time or to award
no contract.
14. Proposal Terms: All Proposals, including any price quotations, will be valid and firm
through the period of contract execution.
15. Oral Presentations: At OHN’s sole option, Proposers may be required to give an oral
presentation of their Proposals to OHN, a process which would provide an opportunity for the
Proposer to clarify or elaborate on the Proposal but will in no way change Proposer’s original
Proposal. If the evaluating committee requests presentations, the Issuing Office will schedule
the time and location for said presentation. Note: Oral presentations are at the discretion of
the evaluating committee and may not be conducted; therefore, written Proposals should be
complete.
16. Usage: It is the intention of OHN to utilize the services of the successful Proposer(s) to
provide services as outlined in this RFP.
17. Rejections and Withdrawals. The OHN reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals or to
withdraw any item from the award.
18. RFP Incorporated into Contract. This RFP will become part of the Contract with the selected
contractor(s) for services. The contractor(s) will be bound to perform according to the terms of
this RFP and their Proposals. OHN as the third party responsible for processing subsidy payment
requests and compliance shall have the right, in its discretion, to withhold processing of any
payment until such time as a Proposer is in compliance with the Contract terms. If OHN
receives notification of non-compliance from a Participant in the Program, OHN will notify the
Proposer in writing of the dispute and the Participant and Proposer will use their best efforts to
resolve the dispute or non-compliance at which time the subsidy payment request will be
processed.
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19. Communication Blackout Period. Except as called for in this RFP, Proposers may not
communicate with members of the Proposal Review Team about the RFP until the apparent
successful Proposers are selected.
20. Prohibition on Commissions. The OHN will contract directly with organizations capable of
performing the requirements of this RFP. Contractors must be represented directly.
Participation by brokers or commissioned agents will not be allowed during the proposal
process.
21. Ownership of Proposals. All proposals in response to this RFP are the sole property of
OHN, and may be subject to the provisions of Oregon Revised Statutes ORS 192.410-192.505
(Public Records Act).
22. Clerical Errors in Awards. The OHN reserves the right to correct inaccurate awards
resulting from its clerical errors.
23. Rejection of Qualified Proposals. Proposals may be rejected in whole or in part if they
limit or modify any of the terms and conditions and/or specifications of the RFP.
24. Collusion. By responding, the Proposer states that the proposal is not made in connection
with any competing Proposer submitting a separate response to the RFP, and is in all aspects
fair and without collusion or fraud.
25. RHCPP Requirements. All bidders must comply with all regulations and requirements of the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Universal Service Administrative Company
(USAC) related to the FCC’s Rural Health Care Pilot Program (RHCPP). All Contracts must
provide that the Proposer shall at all times abide by and be subject to the FCC and the RHCPP
rules and regulations.
TERM OF CONTRACTS
Each Contract is expected to begin in summer 2010, and extend for a fixed period of time
(typically a minimum of three years, but not beyond May 21, 2014), with the option to extend
for up to ten years. In order for the site to receive the maximum subsidy, we ask that all
bidders extend their contracts to end on 5/2014 unless otherwise specified by the proposal.
OHN intends to reserve the right upon 30 days notice to the Contractor to terminate the
Contract.
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DELIVERY OF PROPOSALS
Due Date:
Proposals must be received not later than 4 p.m. on the allowable contract date for this
RFP #8 posted on the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) website,
http://www.usac.org/rhc-pilot-program/tools/search-postings.aspx .
Copies
An original (marked “original”) and three paper copies of each response plus an
electronic copy on Compact Disk (CD) containing a single document in PDF format must be
delivered to:
Oregon Health Network Proposal Review Team
c/o Kim Lamb
Oregon Health Network
2 Center Pointe Drive
5th Floor, Ste 570
Lake Oswego OR 97035
Telephone No: 503-697-7294
The envelope/package containing the response must be clearly marked “Response to
RFP for Oregon Health Network.” At least one original Proposal shall be signed in blue ink by
an authorized representative of the Proposer. Alterations or erasures shall be initialed in ink by
the person signing the Proposal. Proposals may not be submitted by telephone or fax. It is the
responsibility of the Proposer to ensure that Proposals arrive by the closing date and time. NO
LATE PROPOSALS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
Proposals will be opened on the Closing Date by a representative of the OHN Proposal
Review Team at:
Oregon Health Network
2 Center Pointe Drive
5th Floor, Ste 570
Lake Oswego OR 97035
Telephone No: 503-697-7294
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
The timing and sequence of events resulting from this RFP will be ultimately determined by the
OHN. This Schedule is illustrative of optimal timing goals, but may be changed.

RFP Issue Date: effective on posting at the USAC website
Notice of Interest Deadline: 28 days after posting
Deadline for Protest of Specifications: 28 days after posting
All Clarifying Questions Due: 28 days after posting
Closing Date (Proposals Due): on the allowable contract date posted on the USAC website
Deadline for Protest of Award: 5 calendar days after date on Notice of Award letter
Anticipated Contract Begin Date: Summer 2010

Request for Proposals # 8
Network Access and Transport Specifications
Introduction
This statement of requirements provides a description of network access and transport
services requested to and from each of the end-user points on the Oregon Health Network
(OHN). OHN anticipates that different network vendors will provide the services to different
geographic locations. This is not a single vendor procurement process. OHN will select the most
responsive vendor for each specific location to be served. In some cases a participating
institution may request that a single vendor serve a group of their sites. Responders must
specify which sites they propose to serve and the terms of their proposal, including price, for
each location.
OHN anticipates that new facility construction will be required to provide service to
many of the locations. Bids are requested for both the one-time construction and/or
installation costs plus monthly recurring costs (under multi-year contracts). Service providers
are requested to propose alternatives to the specifications described below when they believe
alternative specifications will be more cost-effective, while meeting the general intent.
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The purpose of the resulting network is to provide secure and reliable data
communications links connecting each point on the OHN to any other point on the network and
to off-network locations, such as patient homes (for home health monitoring applications) and
physician homes (for off-hours consultations), even though off-network connections are not
subsidized under this program. The anticipated applications include high-speed transport of
very large data files for both store-and-forward and real-time applications. These will include
digital image files from a variety of diagnostic imaging machines (x-rays, Computerized
Tomography (CT) scans, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and others), transmission of
electronic medical records, real-time high definition television (HDTV) quality interactive
videoconference transmission for health education applications and for medical consultations,
robotic surgery, data collection from medical monitoring devices and a number of other
applications. A secure and reliable network, with sufficient quality and capacity for high-quality,
real-time voice, videoconferencing and imaging applications, will enable development of new
applications that will take advantage of this new kind of network service that was not
previously available.
OHN is not requesting dedicated, leased line type of network capacity. Rather, it is
requesting Internet-type data transport on multi-purpose shared networks, but with
guaranteed network capacity, reliability and security significantly greater than what is currently
available through “best efforts” Internet access. OHN assumes that it will be more costeffective for transport providers to meet the OHN specifications by having enough general
network capacity to avoid congestion problems. However, how the OHN specifications are met
is up to the transport providers.
To meet the requirements of reliable off-net connectivity between OHN and local users,
providers are encouraged to exchange all of their local IP traffic, not just OHN traffic, at the
selected Oregon exchange points. This may avoid a requirement to differentiate OHN traffic
from other IP traffic in the provider’s network. However, connections at NWAX to Internet2 or
National Lambda Rail may require that OHN traffic be distinguished from other traffic for
purposes of meeting the eligibility requirements of those networks.
For many locations,
OHN anticipates that more than one service provider will be needed to connect the end-user
location with an OHN-specified data exchange location. In order to provide the requested
transport capacity at the specified quality of service levels between each end-user location and
specified exchange location, OHN requests that a single service provider bid the access and
transport service as the primary provider that assumes overall responsibility for the entire link
through appropriate sub-contracting arrangements.
OHN has contracted with EasyStreet Online Services in Beaverton, Oregon for Network
Operations Center (NOC) services. OHN required that the NOC not be affiliated with any OHN
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access and transport provider. The NOC is intended to provide to each end user site
appropriate network quality monitoring equipment connected through the network to the NOC
so that OHN can monitor independently, in real time, whether each access and transport
provider is meeting the agreed service level specifications. The NOC will also be accessible to
OHN access and transport providers to assist them with network troubleshooting. OHN network
and transport vendors must cooperate with the NOC to resolve any network quality problems.
The list of specific sites for which service is requested is provided in Appendix A.
Access and Transport Requirements
1. Transport Internet Protocol (IP) data packets to and from a specified Ethernet
interconnection point at each physical address for which service is contracted. Other
communications protocols may be used to transport data packets; however, IP over
Ethernet is required at the user and network interfaces.
2. Following the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model 2: Layer three interfaces will be
Internet Protocol version four (IPv4) with a potential future upgrade to version six (IPv6)
after the initial period of contracted service. Layer two interfaces will be Ethernet.3
Layer one may be any physical medium (fiber optic cable, co-axial cable, copper wire,
wireless, satellite or other) meeting the performance requirements specified below.
OHN prefers fiber-optic cable as the physical medium because of the reliability and
scalability advantages of fiber, but this is a preference, not a requirement.
3. All OHN end user sites must be connected for IP over Ethernet traffic to the NorthWest
Access Exchange (NWAX) 4 in the Pittock Building in Portland for exchange of Internet
traffic at that location. Preference may be given to vendors that also connect with the
Oregon Internet Exchange (OIX) 5 in Eugene. OHN data transport providers must
transport all data packets from the contractually served address first to an OHN
exchange site for delivery to addresses that can be reached through that exchange.
(Exception: Data traffic that can be delivered directly to a local end user destination with
fewer router hops and less transit delay than going through an exchange point may be
handed off locally.) OHN transport providers must also accept, for delivery to the OHN
end user site, all data packets addressed to that user site that can be picked up at the
exchange location or from the public Internet. Preference will be given to IP data
transport providers that also exchange IP traffic other than OHN traffic that can be
2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSI_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
4
http://www.nwax.org/
5
http://www.oregon-ix.net/
3
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handed off (in either direction) at that exchange. [Note: The reason for this preference
is to provide high-quality, low-latency, multi-carrier IP data transport service for
connection of OHN users within Oregon and between “on-net” OHN users and other
“off-net” IP addresses to which they wish to connect IP traffic, even though off-net
connections are not subsidized under this program. The IP traffic from these other “offnet” OHN sites may be patients, clinicians, employees, home health monitoring devices
for patients, medical radiology images being transported to or from a radiologist at his
home office, communications from OHN member employees working from home, or
other traffic between OHN sites and locations within the region served by the
exchange.]
4. Additional OHN exchange locations are planned in southern Oregon at Data Center
West in Medford and in central Oregon at Quantum Communications in Redmond.
Those exchange locations will permit interconnection of any Internet traffic at the
exchange site. If the nearest OHN Internet exchange location is other than the one in
Portland, each OHN data access and transport provider may exchange OHN traffic at
that local exchange, but must deliver data packets not handed off at the nearest
exchange to the OHN exchange location at NWAX in Portland. The OHN data transport
provider must also accept data packets from other providers at the Portland exchange
location (and other exchanges to which they connect) for delivery to the served OHN
end user location. At some later date, after appropriate contractual arrangements are in
place, data packets addressed to or from Internet2 (I2) or National Lambda Rail (NLR)
locations are expected to be exchanged at NWAX in Portland. Non-OHN traffic may not
be eligible to be exchanged with I2 or NLR because of the eligibility requirements of
those networks. Therefore, access and transport vendors may be required to distinguish
between OHN and non-OHN traffic when interconnecting with I2 or NLR.
5. The data transport provider will provide an Internet data connection for other Internet
data packets addressed to or from the OHN end-user location that cannot be delivered
or accepted for delivery at the Portland or other Oregon Internet exchange sites.
6. The data capacity between each OHN user location and OHN exchange locations will be
a minimum of 10 Megabits per second, bi-directional. OHN anticipates that many users
will want to later upgrade capacity in increments of 10 Megabits or 100 Megabits, up to
1 Gigabit, with potential future expansion to 10 Gigabits. Some locations will specify
higher rates than 10 Megabits per second bi-directional for the initial service period.
The RFP must address the timing, transport medium (fiber, copper, etc.), risk and cost
implications of scalability, each in appropriate detail.
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7. Transport services must be available with at least 99.99 percent reliability. [Note: this
availability level permits approximately 52 minutes of unscheduled downtime per year.]
Even though the “tail-circuit” into the end-user facility need not be redundant, OHN will
give preference to vendors with geographic route-diversity from the community in
which the end-user facility is located to the exchange facility.
8. Latency is network transit delay. Transit delay between the served end user site and the
exchange connections shall not exceed 45 milliseconds between each end user site and
NWAX, and 150 milliseconds, end-to-end between any pair of end-user sites.
9. Packet Loss is generally a measure of capacity and traffic congestion. The number of
data packets requiring retransmission shall not exceed 0.3 percent (three per thousand)
between each end user site and NWAX and 1 percent for end-to-end loss between any
pair of end-user sites.
10. Jitter is variability in network travel time. The jitter rate should not exceed 9
milliseconds between each end-user site and NWAX or 30 milliseconds end-to-end
between any pair of end-user sites. 6
11. The data access and transport provider must be willing to agree to Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) with financial penalties for service outages, lack of availability of the
contracted service capacity and any failure to meet quality of service specifications for
transit delay, jitter and packet loss. OHN, as the third party responsible for processing
subsidy payment requests and compliance shall have the right, in its discretion, to
withhold processing of any payment until such time as a Proposer is in compliance with
the Contract terms. If OHN receives notification of non-compliance from a Participant in
the Program, OHN will notify the Proposer in writing of the dispute and the Participant
and Proposer will use their best efforts to resolve the dispute or non-compliance at
which time the subsidy payment request will be processed.
12. The data access and transport proposals must offer a price schedule that specifies the
one-time non-recurring construction and/or installation charges and the monthly
recurring prices for a three-year service contract or for a period ending May 21, 2014,
6

Supporting notes regarding specifications discussed in 8, 9, and 10: The OHN
recognizes that how performance is tested will determine how the data are reported. To this
end, the OHN wants to know what independent measures will be used to validate transport
performance. Tools such as OWAMP, the One-Way Active Measurement Protocol,
(http://e2epi.internet2.edu/owamp/) test for jitter, latency and packet loss. Please include in
your proposal how measurements (the tool, the test) for latency, jitter and packet loss will be
obtained.
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with options for renewal for up to ten years from the start of service. Other contract
periods may also be offered in the proposal.
13. Each proposal is required to provide detailed pricing for both one-time and recurring
costs. For example, for non-recurring costs, a network diagram with a line-by-line listing
of special construction costs needs to be provided as part of the service vendor
proposal. Each proposal needs to include the estimated installation and project
timeframe in as detailed a manner as possible.
14. Proposals must provide separate pricing for transport to NWAX as well as Internet
connectivity. Please provide a 36 month and 60 month terms.
15. Proposals must list all telecommunications providers that will be subcontractors for the
proposed services.
16. Proposals must list underlying physical transport technologies that will be used in
providing the proposed services.
17. Proposals must show the ability to support video capability, if required by the client
site. Include any associated costs and technical specifications.
18. Proposals must contain a network diagram for each client site that is bid. Multiple sites
that are interconnected should be diagramed together on the same network diagram.
19. Proposers must agree to work with the NOC to provide and to receive network
telemetry data necessary to resolve any network quality problems that occur. The OHN
NOC will be placing “leaf node” telemetry boxes at each OHN end user site. Multiple site
entities will have multiple leaf nodes strategically deployed within their network. Leaf
nodes will need to be in continuous contact with network management systems at the
NOC via protocols to be specified by the NOC. Leaf nodes will, on demand, pass traffic
directly to any other leaf node in the network to isolate connectivity issues and assist
the various providers and NOC personnel with problem resolution. Leaf nodes will
require access via encrypted command traffic from a NOC specified address space.
Information collected by the NOC related to proposer’s traffic will be made available to
successful proposers to assist in their network management.
20. Proposers may also elect to place one or more OHN “leaf nodes” at strategic points in
the provider network (for example at interfaces between different carriers or networks)
to assist in network problem resolution.
21. Proposers may also elect to grant to the NOC read-only access to selected diagnostic
interfaces in the service provider’s network.
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22. Upon completion of site install, proposers must agree to provide OHN and the NOC with
a completed network information form that will be provided to the proposed by OHN
upon receipt of a funding commitment letter from USAC, and provide to either the NOC
or OHN upon request, technical information necessary to monitor performance and
assist with the purpose and implementation of the pilot program.
23. Proposers must agree to follow and comply with all administrative, invoicing and
accounting processes and procedures that are necessary to comply with FCC and USAC
requirements. These requirements include, but are not inclusive, to the submitting of
detailed invoices in a timely manner.
24. Proposers must specify the extent to which they provide route diversity between each
OHN end-user site and NWAX.
25. Proposers must agree to provide full layer 3 BGP peering with all other OHN affiliated
ISP’s and member sites at NWAX. This may be accomplished directly by the proposer or
through the proposer’s upstream provider.
Evaluation Criteria for Network Access and Transport Proposals
With 100 total points available, proposals will be evaluated and assigned points based on the
judgment of reviewers as to how well the respondent meets each of the following criteria. The
categories for evaluation are indicated below.
•

Price (30 points)

•

Quality commitments, including commitment to work with the OHN NOC to resolve
issues (30 points)

•

Scalability commitments (15 points)

•

Commitment to exchange non-OHN traffic at NWAX (10 points)

•

Commitment to exchange OHN and other traffic at regional exchanges (10 points)

•

Route diversity commitment (5 points)
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Oregon Health Network RFP #8

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Site Name

Coastal Family Health
Center

Street Address

2158 Exchange
Street,
Astoria

Coquille Valley Hospital
District
940 East 5th

Curry General Hospital

GOBHI

GOBHI-Center for
Human Development

GOBHI-Clatsop
Behavioral Healthcare

GOBHI-Community
Counseling SolutionBoardman

GOBHI-Community
Counseling Solutions

GOBHI-Community
Counseling Solutions,
Asher Medical Clinic

City

94220 Fourth
Street

312 E. 3rd
Street

1100 K Avenue

10 Sixth Street,

Coquille

Gold Beach

The Dalles

La Grande

Astoria

101 NW
Boardman Ave. Boardman

120 S. Main,

401 4th St

Heppner

Fossil

County

Clatsop

Coos

Curry

Wasco

Union

Clatsop

Morrow

Morrow

Wheeler

State

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

Zip

97103

97423

97444

97058

97850

97103

97818

97836

97830

Prime Contact Name

James K Coffee

Dennis Zielinski

William I McMillan

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Email address

jim@coastalfhc.org

dennisz@cvhospital.org

Phone

503-325-8315

541-396-3101

bmcmillan@curryhealth.org 541-247-3108

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

Tech Contact Name

James K Coffee

Curt Carpenter

Chris Creighton

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Email address

jim@coastalfhc.org

mit@cvhospital.org

ccreighton@curryhealth.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

Phone

Service Requested Other
Requirements

503-325-8315

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-396-7982

Comparative Bid for
50 Mbps or 100Mbps
network access
connection and
transport link to OHN
at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity. Comparative Bid

541-247-3171

Comparative bid
for100 Mbps or 1
gigabit Network
access and transport
link to OHN at
NWAX. And, 100
Mbps Direct Internet
connectivity.
Comparative Bid

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

GOBHI-Community
Counseling SolutionsCondon

GOBHI-Grant Co.
Center for Human
Development

GOBHI-Harney
Behavioral Health

GOBHI-Lake County
Mental Health Center

GOBHI-Lake County
MHC-Lakeview

GOBHI-Lifeways

422 N Main
Street

528 E Main
Street, Suite W

348 West
Adams

John Day

Burns

87127
Christmas Valley Christmas
Hwy
Valley

215 North G
Street

702 Sunset
Drive

GOBHI-Mt. Valley
2200 Fourth
Mental Health Programs Street

GOBHI-New Directions
Northwest

Condon

3700 Midway
Drive

GOBHI-Umatilla County 290 Willamette
Lifeways
St

Lakeview

Ontario

Baker City

Baker City

Umatilla

GOBHI-Umatilla County 1055 S Highway
Lifeways-Hermiston
395
Hermiston

GOBHI-Umatilla County 331 SE 2nd
Lifeways-Pendleton
Street

Pendleton

Gilliam

Grant

Harney

Lake

Lake

Malheur

Baker

Baker

Umatilla

Umatilla

Umatilla

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

97823

97845

97720

97641

97630

97914

97814

97814

97882

97838

97801

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

Kevin Campbell

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

kevin@gobhi.org

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

541-298-2101

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

Alan Shaw

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

alan@gobhi.org

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-298-2101

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

21

GOBHI-Wallowa Valley 207 SW First
Center for Wellness
Street

Enterprise

Wallowa

OR

97828

Kevin Campbell

22

557 W.
Harney District Hospital Washington

Burns

Harney

OR

97720

Ron Wulff

23

24

25

Myrtle Creek Clinic

861 S Main
Street

Southern Coos Hospital
and Health Center
900 11th St SE

218 N. Pine
Pine Eagle Health Clinic Street

Roseburg

Bandon

Halfway

Douglas

Coos

Baker

OR

OR

OR

97457

97411

97834

Bruce Elkington

James Walthen

Rose Darting

kevin@gobhi.org

541-298-2101

Alan Shaw

alan@gobhi.org

541-298-2101

rwulff@harneydh.com

541-573-8390

John Stinnett

jstinnett@harneydh.com

541-573-8343

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.
Comparative Bid for
10 Mbps or 50Mbps
network access
connection and
transport link to OHN
at NWAX and
10mbps commercial
internet connectivity Comparative Bid

720-875-0774

10 Mbps network
access connection
and transport link to
Mercy Medical Center
at 2700 Stewart
Parkway, Roseburg,
OR, 97471. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.

541-347-2426

50Mbps or 100Mbps
Comparative bid.
Network access
connection and
transport link to OHN
at NWAX. And
50Mbps or 100 Mbps
Comparative bid for
Direct Internet
Connectivity.
Comparative Bid

541-742-5023

Comparative Bid for
10 Mbps or 20Mbps
network access
connection and
transport link to OHN
at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity. Comparative Bid

bruceelkington@catholiche
alth.net
253-428-8581

jwathen@southerncoos.org 541-347-2426

rdarting@gmail.com

541-742-5066

Roy Hall

Jeff Lepley

Lisa Butler

royhall@catholichealth.net

jlepley@southerncoos.org

finance@pinetel.com

26

Planned Parenthood of 4969 Highway
SW OR Florence Clinic 101

Florence

Lane

OR

97439

Cynthis Pappas

Cynthia.papps@pphsso.or
g
541-344-2632

Frosty Cummings

frosty.cummings@pphsso.org 541-344-2632 x25

27

Strawberry Wilderness
Community Clinic

John Day

Grant

OR

97845

Robert Houser

bmhadm@centurytel.net

Marci Brown

mbrown@bluemountainhospit
al.org
541-575-1311 x2644

180 Ford Road

541-575-1311

10 Mbps Network
access connection
and transport link to
OHN at NWAX. And
10Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.
Comparative bid for
25 Mbps or 50Mbps
network access
connection and
transport link to OHN
at NWAX. And
15Mbps Direct
Internet connectivity.
Comparative Bid

